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a b s t r a c t

In cell biology (and in many biophysical) studies there is a natural tendency to consider ceramide as a
highly condensed, solid-type lipid conferring rigidity and close packing to biomembranes. In the present
work we advanced the understanding of the phase behavior of palmitoyl-ceramide restricted to a planar
interface using Langmuir monolayers under strictly controlled and known surface packing conditions.
Surface pressure–molecular area isotherms were complemented with molecular area–temperature iso-
bars and with observations of the surface topography by Brewster Angle Microscopy. The results described
herein indicate that palmitoyl-ceramide can exhibit expanded, as well as condensed phase states. For-
mation of three phases was found, depending on the surface pressure and temperature: a solid (1.80 nm
rewster Angle Microscopy
sobars
hase diagram
onolayer thickness

thick), a liquid-condensed (1.73 nm thick, likely tilted) and a liquid-expanded (1.54 nm thick) phase over
the temperature range 5–62 ◦C. A large hysteretic behavior is observed for the S phase monolayer that
may indicate high resistance to domain boundary deformation. A second (or higher) order S → LC phase
transition is observed at about room temperature while a first order LC → LE transition occurs in a range
of temperature encompassing the physiological one (observed above 30 ◦C at low surface pressure). This
phase behavior broadens the view of ceramide as a type of lipid not-always-rigid but able to exhibit

polymorphic properties.

. Introduction

Since when it was proposed as a key player in various cell signal-
ng processes (Kolesnick et al., 2000), ceramide (Cer) has received
onsiderable attention and it became increasingly clear that most
f its effects are strongly related to its capacity to markedly influ-
nce the physical properties of cell membranes (van Blitterswijk
t al., 2003; Goni and Alonso, 2009). The generation of Cer upon
phingomyelin enzymatic breakdown induces highly ordered seg-
egated lateral structures in artificial systems and other membrane
hanges (Lopez-Montero et al., 2009; Fanani et al., 2010) that may
e involved in the structural dynamics related to cell membrane
ignaling (Grassme et al., 2007).

Sphingomyelin is the major sphingolipid present in the outer
Please cite this article in press as: Fanani, M.L., Maggio, B., Phase state and
Lipids (2010), doi:10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008

eaflet of cell plasma membranes (Venien and Le, 1988), its fatty
cid composition consisting mostly in saturated fatty acids. C16:0
s one of the fatty acids that comprise the bulk of the fatty acid pool
inked to sphingomyelin isolated from natural sources (Estep et al.,

Abbreviations: pCer, N-palmitoylsphingosine; LE, liquid-expanded; LC, liquid-
ondensed; S, solid; BAM, Brewster Angle Microscopy; HII, hexagonal II phase; Cs

−1,
ompressibility modulus.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +54 351 4334168; fax: +54 351 4334074.
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1979). Therefore, sphingomyelinase-generated Cer in the plasma
membrane contains the same fatty acid composition and will
predominantly consist of palmitoylCer (pCer) (Goni and Alonso,
2006). The physical properties of Cer and its interaction with phos-
pholipids, cholesterol and/or sphingomyelin have been studied
in binary and ternary model system (Maggio et al., 1978; Goni
and Alonso, 2006; Lopez-Montero et al., 2009). Regarding pCer,
an increasing amount of information is published on the effects
of this lipid in binary mixtures (Holopainen et al., 2000, 2001;
Goni and Alonso, 2006; Goni and Alonso, 2009; Busto et al., 2009;
Lopez-Montero et al., 2009; Karttunen et al., 2009) but compara-
tively little work has dealt with the physical properties of pure pCer
itself (Shah et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2000), likely because technical
difficulties have been reported for reaching workable homoge-
neous samples at proportions of pCer above 30 mol% (Holopainen
et al., 2000; Busto et al., 2009), a situation also found for bovine
brain Cer (Carrer and Maggio, 1999). An in-depth calorimetric and
structural (X-ray diffraction) study was published by Shah et al.
(1995). A complex thermotropic behavior was observed for the
fully hydrated pCer. A metastable bilayer gel phase exists at low
surface topography of palmitoyl-ceramide monolayers. Chem. Phys.

temperatures, with increasing temperature an exothermic transi-
tion occurs at 64 ◦C to form a stable bilayer probably chain tilted
with respect to the bilayer normal. Further increase in temper-
ature leads to a disordered (likely HII-type) chain-melted phase
(Tm 90 ◦C). These results were further supported by Moore’s work

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00093084
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chemphyslip
mailto:lfanani@fcq.unc.edu.ar
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sing infrared studies (Chen et al., 2000). In a recent study of
Cer/palmitoylsphingomyelin interactions in monolayers it was
entioned that pure pCer monolayers exhibit an isothermal sur-

ace pressure-induced condensed–condensed phase transition at
oom temperature (Busto et al., 2009). That transition occurs about
0 ◦C below the gel–gel transition observed for bulk aqueous dis-
ersions of pCer (Shah et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2000). In cell biology
and in many biophysical) studies there is a traditional tendency
o consider Cer as a highly condensed, solid-type, lipid confer-
ing rigidity and close packing to biomembranes. In the present
ork we advanced the understanding of the phase behavior of pCer

estricted to a planar interface using Langmuir monolayers under
trictly controlled and known surface packing conditions. This
voids relaxation of lateral tensions causing escape to third dimen-
ion through formation of non-lamellar phases that is possible in
ulk systems (Veiga et al., 1999). Surface pressure–molecular area

sotherms were complemented with molecular area–temperature
sobars and with observations of the surface topography by Brew-
ter Angle Microscopy (BAM). The results indicate that, similar to
ther lipids [including other sphingolipids (Maggio et al., 2004)],
Cer can exhibit expanded, as well as condensed phase states.
ormation of three phases was found, depending on the surface
ressure and temperature: a solid, a liquid-condensed and a liquid-
xpanded phase over the temperature range 5–62 ◦C. Noteworthy,
liquid-expanded–condensed transition occurs in a range of tem-
erature encompassing the physiological one (34–39 ◦C).

. Experimental procedures

.1. Chemicals

Palmitoyl-ceramide (pCer) was purchased from Avanti Polar
ipids (Alabaster, AL), it was over 99% pure by thin-layer chro-
atography and was used without further purification. Solvents

nd chemicals were of the highest commercial purity available. The
ater was purified by a Milli-Q (Millipore, Billerica, MA) system,

o yield a product with a resistivity of ∼18.5 MU/cm. Absence of
urface-active impurities was routinely checked as described else-
here (Bianco and Maggio, 1989). The lipid stock solution was kept

t −70 ◦C until use and at −20 ◦C during the working day.

.2. Monolayer isotherms and isobars

Compression–expansion isotherms and isobars were obtained
or synthetic pCer at different temperatures and surface pressures.
ypically, lipid monolayers were spread from 25 �l of chloroform
olution onto a 266 cm2 Teflon trough filled with 200 mL of 145 mM
aCl, pH ∼5.6. The film was relaxed for 5 min at 0 mN/m and

ubsequently compressed to the target pressure. Surface pressure
nd film area were continuously measured and recorded with
KSV Minitrough equipment (KSV, Helsinski, Finland) enclosed

n an acrylic box. Subphase temperature was controlled by a
aake bath with external circulation (Thermo Electron, Karlsruhe,
ermany) and automatically recorded (Lab-Trax, World Precision

nstruments, Sarasota, FL) as a function of time. When second
ompression of the film was studied, the lipid monolayer was com-
ressed up to 35 mN/m, relaxed by decompression to 0.7 mN/m (in
bout 5 min), allowed to stand at that pressure for 5 min and sub-
equently compressed to collapse. The collapse and other phase
ransition points were estimated by the third derivate method
Please cite this article in press as: Fanani, M.L., Maggio, B., Phase state and
Lipids (2010), doi:10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008

Brockman et al., 1980). Compressibility modulus (Cs
−1) was cal-

ulated from the isotherm data as: Cs
−1 = −A(d�/dA)T (Ali et al.,

991; Mohwald, 1995). After reaching the target pressure, isobars
ere recorded 5 min at 5 ◦C and then heated to 62 ◦C (final tem-
erature) at a rate of 1 ◦C/min. Isobaric thermal expansivity was
 PRESS
ysics of Lipids xxx (2010) xxx–xxx

calculated from isobar data as follows: � = (1/A)(dA/dT)� (Mohwald,
1995). All measurements were performed at a compression rate of
1 ± 0.5 Å2/mol/min and under N2 atmosphere.

2.3. BAM measurements

Monolayers were prepared as described above but using a con-
veniently small Model 102 M equipment (NIMA Technology Ltd,
Coventry, England). The Langmuir equipment was mounted on
the stage of a Nanofilm EP3 Imaging Elipsometer (Accurion, Goet-
tingen, Germany) used in the Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM)
mode. Zero reflection was set with a polarized 532� laser incident
on the bare aqueous surfaces at the Brewster angle (53.1◦). After
monolayer formation, and/or compression, the reflected light was
collected with a 10× objective and a reflectivity index calculated
[typically R = (grey level − 13.3) × 2.8e − 8]. Assuming a refraction
index of 1.33 and 1.5 for the aqueous surface and the lipid film
respectively, R relates to the thickness (d) of the monolayer as fol-
lows: R = 0.07784 (−3.416e − 3 × d)2 (Lheveder et al., 2000).

3. Results and discussion

Surface pressure–mean molecular area isotherms of pure pCer
were performed at different temperatures. At room temperature,
the isotherms apparently show a transition-free condensed behav-
ior as previously reported (Holopainen et al., 2001; Busto et al.,
2009). However a diffuse, probably second or higher order, phase
transition between two condensed phases that usually goes unno-
ticed can be detected as an inflection in the isotherm curve and
compressibility modulus (Cs

−1) analysis (Fig. 1, see black arrows).
The existence of this transition was mentioned in a recent publi-
cation when the abscissa axis was considerably expanded (Busto
et al., 2009). At temperatures 22–27 ◦C, the phase present at low
surface pressures was characterized by a Cs

−1 value of about
300–500 mN/m and the phase present at high surface pressures
shows Cs

−1values of about 600–800 mN/m. According with the
Cs

−1 values observed, these phases can be characterized as liquid-
condensed (LC) and solid (S), respectively (Davies and Rideal, 1963).
These Cs

−1 values agree with published data (Holopainen et al.,
2001) where a biphasic behavior of Cs

−1 was reported but with-
out discussion. It is worth noting that the Cs

−1 values for the S
phase of pCer found here are similar to those of the solid phase
state of fatty acids and cholesterol (Davies and Rideal, 1963; Smaby
et al., 1997) and are higher than the Cs

−1 values reported for
other phospholipids or sphingolipids with the only exception of
galactosylceramide with saturated fatty acyl chains (Smaby et al.,
1996). By contrast, the Cs

−1 values found for the LC phase of pCer
is rather similar to that reported for natural Cer (Maggio, 2004)
and Cer-1 phosphate (Kooijman et al., 2009). Further features of
this diffuse phase transition are provided by isobars analysis (see
below).

At 45 ◦C and above, a first order liquid-expanded (LE)–LC phase
transition is observed (see gray arrows in Fig. 1) involving a
large change in molecular area (77% increase at 10 mN/m) (see
also Fig. 5). This phase shows Cs

−1 values of ≈60 mN/m, corre-
sponding to a LE character (Davies and Rideal, 1963; Smaby et
al., 1996). The presence of a LE phase for Cer was previously
reported only for N-stearoyl Cer at 5.7 mN/m at 52 ◦C (Fidelio et
al., 1986). This is not very different from what we found for pCer
(at 11 mN/m at 49 ◦C, see Fig. 1). The difference observed indicates,
surface topography of palmitoyl-ceramide monolayers. Chem. Phys.

as would be expected, that the addition of two methylene groups
to the N-fatty acid substituent of Cer favors stabilization of the LC
phase.

The isotherms for pCer at relatively low temperatures show a
less condensed behavior during the first compression and become

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008
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Fig. 1. First compression isotherms of pCer monolayers at different temperatures.
Surface pressure (a) and compressibility modulus (Cs

−1) (b) mean molecular area
curves are shown for pCer at 23 ◦C (black full line), 34 ◦C (black dashed line), 39 ◦C
(black dotted line), 45 ◦C (gray full line), 49 ◦C (gray dashed line) and 62 ◦C (gray
dotted line). The insets show an extended mean molecular area axis. Black arrows
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Fig. 2. Hysteretic behavior of pCer at low temperatures. (a) Compression cycles of
pCer monolayers at 4 ◦C (full line) and 13 ◦C (dashed line). The arrows indicate the
first compression of the monolayers. At 35 mN/m the films were relaxed to 0.7 mN/m
and recompressed to collapse. The curves show a single representative experiment
from a set of duplicates/triplicates. (b) Excess free energy of compression calculated
how the liquid-condensed–solid phase transition. Gray arrows show the beginning
f the liquid-expanded–liquid-condensed phase transition. The curves show a single
epresentative experiment from a set of triplicates.

ore condensed during the second compression after expansion
Fig. 2a). This phenomenon implies a considerable hysteresis in the
Cer monolayer, involving irreversible consumption of cohesion
ork, which is reduced with increasing temperature (Fig. 2b). It

ppears that, once pCer molecules are forced to closely pack and
cquire the more condensed state, the intermolecular arrangement
s quite irreversible under expansion (or, at least, its relaxation
inetics is much slower than the film expansion process). As rea-
onably expected, the increase of molecular thermal energy caused
y increasing temperature leads to more favorable (or faster)
eversibility.

Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM) analysis of pCer monolay-
rs at low temperatures shows coexistence of gas–solid phase
Fig. 3b–d). The pressure range for that phase coexistence correlates
ith the pressure range hysteretic behavior is apparent between

he first and second compressions of the film. At high surface pres-
ures, where a topographically uniform film is observed by BAM
Fig. 3e), the first and second compression curves became par-
llel (Fig. 2). This indicates that physical phenomena involved in
he hysteretic behavior of pCer films at low temperatures may be
Please cite this article in press as: Fanani, M.L., Maggio, B., Phase state and
Lipids (2010), doi:10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008

elated to the work of deformation of solid domain boundaries and
o expulsion/condensation of the gas phase which is necessary for
eaching a uniform film. This process involves energy values that
each ≈100 cal/mol at 5 ◦C (Fig. 2b). After the surface topography
from the difference in the area integrated for the first and second compression curves
over the interval 0.7–35 mN/m. Each point represents a single experiment. The full
line represents the inverse first order fitting of the data.

becomes homogeneous, the intermolecular organization is more
stable under expansion-recompression.

We further analyzed the second compression of pCer mono-
layers at low temperatures, where the film shows uniform
characteristics by BAM imaging at surface pressures above
0.7 mN/m. Below 20 ◦C, isotherms show a behavior with Cs

−1 val-
ues that correspond to solid (S) phase over the whole range of
surface pressure, likely with some diffuse transition between con-
densed states (Fig. 4). At about room temperature the LC–S phase
transition observed for the first compression of pCer films (Fig. 1)
becomes again evident in the surface pressure–area curve and the
Cs

−1 analysis from the second compression (Fig. 4, see arrow).
To further ascertain the phase behavior of pCer monolayers

observed from isotherms we also performed isobars. After forma-
tion of the monolayer over a subphase at 4 ◦C and compressed to
the desired surface pressure, the monolayer was heated while auto-
matically keeping the surface pressure constant and allowing the
film to expand (Fig. 5). At 10 and 20 mN/m smooth increases of
mean molecular area was observed until reaching about 45–47 ◦C
where a large increase of area occurs over a narrow temperature
range (Fig. 5, see gray arrows). This phenomenon occurs in the
surface topography of palmitoyl-ceramide monolayers. Chem. Phys.

temperature range for the LC–LE phase transition observed in the
surface pressure-area isotherms (see also Fig. 7). The area change
at 10 mN/m was characterized by two reproducible steps that are
also evident from the isobaric thermal expansivity analysis (see

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008
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Fig. 3. BAM images of pCer monolayers reveal gas–liquid-condensed phase coexis-
tence that explains hysteresis. (a) Continuous measurement of reflectivity (full line)
and simultaneous compression isotherm curve (dotted line) at 15.6 ◦C. The noise
of the reflectivity values observed at mean molecular areas larger than 44 Å2/mol
is a consequence of the average measurement of optical intensity in images with
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Fig. 4. Second compression isotherms of pCer monolayers at low temperatures.
Surface pressure (a) and compressibility modulus Cs

−1 (b) mean molecular area
curves of recompression for pCer are shown at 4 ◦C (black full line), 9 ◦C (black dashed
line), 13 ◦C (black dotted line), 17.5 ◦C (gray full line), 22 ◦C (gray dashed line) and
26 ◦C (gray dotted line). The monolayer was initially compressed to 35 mN/m and
relaxed to 0.7 mN/m were a uniform film corresponding to a condensed phase is
observed by BAM. After 5 min relaxation the second compression was registered. The
as–solid phase coexistence (see panels b–d). (b–e) BAM images of pCer monolayers
t 3.3 mN/m (b), 5.4 mN/m (c), 8.0 mN/m (d) and 16.7 mN/m (e) respectively. Image
ize 372 �m × 466 �m. All data was taken from a single representative experiment.

uestion mark in Fig. 5). We could not resolve if this indicates the
xistence of more than one expanded phase because it was not
ossible to explore area expansion at higher temperatures with our
urrent technical set-up; no other indications on such change could
e observed either by compression isotherms or by BAM studies. At
urface pressures of 30 mN/m and above, isobars show a diffuse, but
ell defined and reproducible, change of slope at ≈20 ◦C that cor-

esponds to the LC–S phase transition observed in the compression
sotherms (see black arrows in Fig. 5).

To further characterize the topography of the three phases
bserved in the isotherm and isobar studies measurements of
onolayer thickness (d) were performed by BAM (see Section 2).

Cer monolayers at different temperatures show that the three sur-
ace phases described above have thickness values of 1.54 ± 0.04
Please cite this article in press as: Fanani, M.L., Maggio, B., Phase state and
Lipids (2010), doi:10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008

SEM), 1.73 ± 0.02 and 1.80 ± 0.02 nm for the LE, LC and S phases,
espectively (see also Fig. 6). For this calculation a refraction index
f 1.5 was assumed for the lipid film [taken from ellipsometric study
f phospholipids (Ducharme et al., 1990)]. A previous study of BAM
arrows indicate the liquid-condensed–solid phase transition for pCer monolayers
at 22 and 26 ◦C. The curves show a single representative experiment from a set of
triplicates.

reflectivity of bovine brain Cer at 25 ◦C was reported but mono-
layer thickness was not calculated (Rosetti et al., 2003). In that work
the isotherm reflected a condensed phase behavior and the reflec-
tivity values were slightly lower than for the pCer reported here,
also reflecting little dependence with surface pressure. For compar-
ison, reported ellipsometric studies on phospholipid monolayers
reveal thicknesses of approx. 1.5 nm for the LE phase and 2.2 nm
for the completely untilted solid phase of DPPC (Ducharme et al.,
1990).

The structural study in bulk dispersion of pCer reported by
Shah et al. (1995) also described three phases: two lamellar bilayer
gel phases and a chain-disordered phase at high temperature.
The gel phase found at low temperature showed a periodicity of
4.7 nm between bilayers when fully hydrated and of 4.2 nm in the
anhydrous state. In that article it was concluded that the 0.5 nm
difference was due to the water layer. In the present study we can
correlate such gel phase with the S phase observed at low tempera-
tures in pCer monolayers. From our BAM measurements (thickness
1.80 ± 0.02 nm) a bilayer would correspond only to a thickness of
3.6 nm. The difference may be because the BAM technique is unable
to evaluate the polar head group, with its associated hydrated
surface topography of palmitoyl-ceramide monolayers. Chem. Phys.

shell, contribution to thickness in the pCer monolayer since this
region has a reflection index rather similar to that of the aque-
ous subphase compared to that of the hydrocarbon region. Shah et
al., also found a reduced periodicity (4.2 nm, including the water

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008
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Fig. 5. Isobars of pCer monolayers at different surface pressures. Isobars (a)
and isobaric thermal expansivity (b) of pCer monolayers at 10 mN/m (full line),
20 mN/m (long dashed line), 30 mN/m (short dashed line) and 37 mN/m (dotted
line). To emphasize slope changes at about 20 ◦C for the latter two, the insets
show an expanded mean molecular area axis. Gray arrows show the beginning
o
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e
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F
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t
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f the liquid-condensed–liquid-expanded phase transition. Black arrows show the
olid–liquid-condensed phase transition. The question marks indicate the transi-
ion to a putative second expanded phase. The curves show a single representative
xperiment from a set of triplicates.
Please cite this article in press as: Fanani, M.L., Maggio, B., Phase state and
Lipids (2010), doi:10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008

ayer) between bilayers of the gel phase at intermediate temper-
tures (Shah et al., 1995). This can be compared to the thickness
f the LC phase found in our work with a monolayer thickness
f 1.73 ± 0.02 nm which would make a 3.4 nm bilayer, consider-
ng only the hydrocarbon region. This second bulk gel phase was

ig. 6. BAM measurement of film thickness of pCer phases. Compression isotherms
thick full lines), film thickness “d” (dashed line) and compressibility modulus Cs

−1

thin line) are shown for the first compression of a monolayer at 33 ◦C (black) and
he second compression of a monolayer at 22 ◦C (gray). The arrows indicate the
iquid-condensed–solid phase transition for the 22 ◦C experiment. The curves show
single representative experiment from a set of duplicates.
 PRESS
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proposed to be tilted from measurements of inter-chain spacing
or presenting a thinner water layer. Since our measurements by
BAM do not include the polar head group orientation or hydration,
our results indicating a thinner LC phase strengthen the hypothe-
sis for the existence of a chain-tilted crystalline pCer phase both in
bilayer and monolayer systems. Finally, a chain-melted phase was
also reported by Shah et al. with a periodicity of 3.0 nm. The struc-
ture of this phase, whether bilayer or HII, was undefined in that
work (Shah et al., 1995), nevertheless, a considerable amount of
evidence underlines the capacity of Cer to favor formation of neg-
atively curved topologies such as the HII-type (Veiga et al., 1999;
Goni and Alonso, 2006). Our measurement of the LE phase thick-
ness (1.54 ± 0.04 nm) may account for a 3.1 nm bilayer, excluding
the polar head group.

Our results are summarized in Fig. 7a. The two-dimensional
phase diagram of pCer monolayers shows the presence of two
condensed phases and a liquid-expanded phase. The threshold
pressure point for monolayer stability (collapse point) is also
shown. At low temperatures pCer is present as a solid phase with
highly condensed clusters and high resistance to boundary defor-
mation. This resistance could be measured form the excess free
energy of compression required to first compress a monolayer
formed at 0 mN/m, compared to the second compression (Fig. 2b).
The first and second compressed films become indistinguishable
at certain surface pressure: the lower the temperature the higher
surface pressure required for this. Such observation is included in
the phase diagram where a coexistence (S + gas) phase area can
be delimited (Fig. 7a and b). An increase of temperature induces
a diffuse [probably second order (Albrecht et al., 1978; Atkins,
1990)] phase transition to a LC phase. This transition, although
reproducible, is observed from isotherms over a small range of
temperatures around room temperature. BAM observation of pCer
monolayers shows a uniform increase in reflectivity when changing
form LC to S phase (see Fig. 6) without evidence for the existence of
domains (phase coexistence). The increase of reflectance indicates
a discrete increase of film thickness (1.73–1.80 nm) supporting that
the LC phase may be tilted. Even though this does not rule out the
possibility of a coexistence phase region with domains below the
resolution limit, it supports a second order character for the S → LC
phase transition. Bulk pCer studies reported an untilted → tilted
gel phase transition at 64 ◦C, notably approx. 40 ◦C higher than
the S → LC transition in monolayers (20–25 ◦C), this transition in
bulk showed a slow kinetics under cooling, with a direct fluid-
untilted gel transition at high cooling rates (Shah et al., 1995). In
our study, the transition observed from isobars and isotherms do
not show complete coincidence in the phase diagram (Fig. 7a). This
may be due to a slow-kinetic character of the phase transition, con-
sidering that isotherms report the LC → S transition while isobars
involve S → LC transition. At room temperature, and very low sur-
face pressure, a small three-phase coexistence region is found for
gas + LC + LE phases (Fig. 7a and c). At higher temperatures a first
order transition to a LE phase is observed showing a large LC + LE
coexistence region (Fig. 7a and d). This transition involves a large
area change (77% increase al 10 mN/m; see Figs. 1 and 5) and a
decrease of the monolayer thickness (1.5 nm) (see also Fig. 6). In
comparison with the tilted gel → chain-melted phase transition
described in bulk studies at about 90 ◦C (Shah et al., 1995), the tem-
perature range where the LC → LE phase transition takes place in
monolayers is considerable lower. At 30 mN/m we found LC + LE
phase coexistence at temperatures above 54 ◦C. If a decrease of the
surface pressure to about 15 mM/m should occur at the interface
surface topography of palmitoyl-ceramide monolayers. Chem. Phys.

[a situation easily occurring by lateral pressure fluctuations due to
thermal energy, even for relatively condensed films (Phillips et al.,
1975)], LC + LE phase coexistence might be present at physiological
temperature (Fig. 7). Pure Cer systems lead to an hexagonal inverse
structure for the chain-melted phase of Cer (Goni and Alonso, 2006).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008
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Fig. 7. Phase diagram for pCer monolayers. (a) Surface pressure vs. temperature phase diagram of pCer from isotherms (circles) and isobars (triangles) data. A solid (S), a
liquid-condensed (LC) and a liquid expanded (LE) phase are identified in the temperature and pressure range explored. Additionally, the collapse point of each isotherm
provides information of the transition to the collapsed phase (CP). Black symbols correspond to second order transitions, gray and white symbols correspond to the beginning
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nd the end of first order transitions respectively. The gray shadowed areas indicate
or the first compression of the monolayer as illustrated in (b); the small triangle i
nd the shadowed area on the right corresponds to a LC–LE coexistence region as ill
f experiments where each point corresponds to a single experiment. The images a

n the present study we provided information on the lateral struc-
ural behavior of pCer constrained to a planar interface. This may
llow direct comparisons with the behavior of Cer when included
n lipid domains formed in regions of relatively low curvature of
ilayer membranes.

. Conclusions

In this work we advanced understanding of the phase behavior
f pCer restricted to a planar interface using Langmuir monolayers
nder strictly controlled and known surface packing conditions.
he results indicate that pCer can exhibit expanded, as well as
ondensed phase states. Formation of three phases was found,
epending on the surface pressure and temperature: a solid
1.80 nm thick), a liquid-condensed (1.73 nm thick, likely tilted)
nd a liquid-expanded (1.54 nm thick) phase over the tempera-
ure range 5–62 ◦C. A large hysteretic behavior is observed for the
phase monolayer that can be due to its high resistance to domain
oundary deformation. A second (or higher) order S → LC phase
ransition is observed at about room temperature while a first
Please cite this article in press as: Fanani, M.L., Maggio, B., Phase state and
Lipids (2010), doi:10.1016/j.chemphyslip.2010.04.008

rder LC → LE transition occurs in a range of temperature encom-
assing the physiological one (observed from 30 ◦C at low surface
ressure). This phase behavior broadens the view of Cer as a type
f lipid not-always-rigid but able to exhibit polymorphic proper-
ies.
e coexistence regions: the bottom left triangle indicates gas–solid coexistence only
bottom centre is a three phase (LC/LE/gas) coexistence region as illustrated in (c);
ed in (d). Image size 372 �m × 466 �m. The data in (a) correspond to the whole set
resentative experiments.
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